The editors of ANTYAJAA welcome articles from prospective writers in areas related to women and the intertwining inequalities of caste, class, race, gender, age, religion, etc. that they live with. We publish well-researched essays, analyses, opinion pieces, interviews, oral histories, and photo-essays. Most of our articles are between 3000 and 6000 words. In our photo-essay section, we usually carry about 10 to 12 photographs with captions. We are particularly interested in writings that locate and link women’s movements, at all levels – local, national and global – with all other movements against inequality.

All submissions must be accompanied by an abstract of 150–250 words, 4–6 keywords and a brief bio-sketch of the author or reviewer (in case of book reviews) in about 80 words. This is mandatory even for submissions in the photo-essay section.

Manuscripts and all editorial correspondence should be addressed to: **RUCHIRA GUPTA,**

`lastgirlfirst@apneaap.org`